
!! !!
Important Guidelines For Chemicalization  !

1. Ensure Alkalinity is balanced between 80 - 120 on your test strips (using alkalinity increaser or pH minus) !
2. Adjust pH to 7.2 (using pH plus or pH minus)  !
3. Adjust sanitiser level to 3 - 5ppm on the test strips (using Chlorine, Bromine or Active Oxogen) Please 

allow up to 8 hours to gain accurate readings. If the alkalinity is high this usually indicates that you are in 
a hard water area. Maintain a good pH levels as indicated on the test strips and dose weekly with Stain 
and Scale Inhibitor to prevent lime scale build up. Bromine is recommended in hard water areas it will help 
“hold” the pH level.   !

4. When your alkalinity and pH levels are balanced the sanitiser works at its optimum efficiency. If they are 
not balanced the sanitiser is less efficient and can lead to congestion and suspension of chemicals in the 
water. A sign of this is you may find that despite adding sanitiser your reading are still low, non-existent 
or unstable. Improper water balance can also seriously damage your hot tub’s operation and equipment 
(pumps, heater, wet end seal, jet backs) this can also effect your warranty and your health. !

5. If you do not maintain good levels of chemicalization; this can often lead to skin irritations, allergic 
reaction and in more serious cases harmful disease.  !

6. We recommend that your water is changed every 3 months in a normal domestic setting. !
7. We also recommend that you shock you water weekly to destroy non-filterable wastes and clarify your 

water. If you have had heavy use in tub - shock immediately after! !
8. Remember to leave your cover open for 30 minutes after dosing your water to prevent the fumes building 

and not being able to escape subsequently damaging your headrests, cover, diverter valves, skimmer grille 
and any other item that is between the waterline and the underside of the cover.  !

9. We recommend to clean your filter every fortnight or even weekly if your tub has had heavy use. Its 
beneficial to have two filters and regularly rotate them this will allow you time to clean the filter that isn't 
being used. Hose away any loose material from the filter layers and immerse in filter cleaner overnight. 
Always allow the cleaned filter to air dry before putting it back in the tub.  !

10. if you experience cloudy water there could be a number of factors, Water contamination through products 
on your skin such as fake tan, moisturisers and make up.  Firstly shock your water then use a water 
clarifier which will flocculate and coagulate the non-filterable particles sending them through the filter and 
to the waterline. You will need to clean the waterline with a suitable surface cleaner which will not upset 
the water balance, give the filter a hose down to remove and loose material.  !

11. If you experience foaming this is normally due to detergents or skin products contaminating your water.          
Spray antifoam solution to rid the tub of this problem.  !

12.Never mix any chemicals always dose separately and allow time for 
each chemical to work !!

Enjoy your bathing
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